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How to start your 
investigation
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Hide IP Disable a

“prediction service”

Store and share URLs 
in a “safe mode”

Step 0: Operation Security
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Step 1&2: Get facts and check facts
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VT shows a connection between a 
newhighland.rar sample and a domain ywbz.hn

ywbz.hn substring inside the newhighland.rar

Practical story: VT and URL’s
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Note: Russian authorities reports can be hilarious too 

When DHS/FBI “GRIZZLY STEPPE” report… 
goes terribly wrong
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Here are all the people you can fully trust in your 
investigations:



Following the footprints
Related samples search
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- Create a detection and check stats.

- Search in your samples library:

- Heavily vendor dependent;

- Search on the external platforms:

- Non-strict hashes 

- Strings

- YARA

Related samples search:
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- YARA search is FP friendly 

- String search:

- do not restrict to executables only

- Code search:

- avoid absolute and long relative addresses

YARA samples search life-hacks: 
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Screenshots code hunting



Following the footprints
Hunt for Clues
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- Size does matter 

- Upload time

- Information ON the picture

JPEG: not only EXIF

Credits: CabinCr3w 
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• Unique strings

• Mutexes

• Reg-keys

• Dropped files names

• VT upload time

• VT upload name

PE: not just a PDB Path and a Resources Locale
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• PrinterSettings*.bin:

MS office: not only "the dodgy dossier"
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Reverse Who-is: not only email - any custom field
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Text: ransom notes language analysis
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Text typos: Russian keyboard layout traces



False Flags:
check twice
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False Flags: GangCrab and a “sick children scam”
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False Flags: web server can be exploited by multiple 
groups:



Real Investigation: 
a POS malware
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POS malware: PDB path
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POS malware: mutex
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POS malware: the time zone
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POS malware: the screenshot
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POS malware: the screenshot “data”

- 2560x1600

- Laptop

- PSF (Parallels)

- “Perfect Hook” project

- Time Zone: GMT-7
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POS malware: Javacardos forum
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POS malware: Steam profile
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POS malware: pcpartpicker
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POS malware: pcpartpicker
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POS malware: YouTube profile
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POS malware: YouTube Videos time and links
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POS malware: Google ID



Interaction with Interpol: 
a researcher perspective
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Backup all the clues Write a comprehensive report

Interaction with Interpol: preparation
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POS malware: investigation overview
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CFC Interpol building in SG

Interview with CFC officers
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Waiting…
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…and more waiting…
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Bingo!



Summary:
How to start your investigation
Following the footprints
False Flags
Interaction with Interpol
Investigation example



Let’s Talk?




